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193 
The launch of the Hubble Space Telescope underlines the impor-
tant role that pulsating stars have played in fundamental astro-
nomical research. Nowhere is this role more crucial than in 
extragalactic astronomy, where the classical Cepheids have his-
torically served as prime anchor for the cosmic distance scale. 
Thus it is not surprising that the observation of Cepheids in 
local and distant galaxies comprises one of three Key Projects 
approved for HST in the first cycle. The goal is to pin down 
the Hubble constant to an accuracy of ±10%. In the present 
review we shall examine how our understanding of galactic 
Cepheids impacts this goal, including a discussion of the pro-
gress that has been made and some of the problems that remain. 
1. THE CEPHEID PL RELATION 
The cosmic distance calibration has historically taken the form 
of a Cepheid mean period-luminosity (PL) relation. Within the 
last three years a number of such relations have been published, 
obtained on different grounds, and seeming to indicate conver-
gence toward the 10% level mentioned above. These recent PL 
relations are given in the following equations: 
MV 
MV 
MV 
MV 
-2.92 log P - 1.23 
- 3. 1 1 log P - 1. 54 
-3.11 log P - 0.97 
-2.99 log P - 1.57 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Equations (1) and (2) come from Baade-Wesselink studies 
(see Moffett 1989 for a recent review) by Gieren (1988) and 
Hindsley and Bell (1989), respectively. Equation (3) is due to 
Caldwell and Coulson (1987) and is based upon main sequence fit-
ting pegged to the Pleiades. Finally, Eq. (4) represents the 
log L vs. log P relation given by Becker, Iben and Tuggle 1977 
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(hereinafter BIT), rendered in its present form via the luminos-
ity-magnitude conversion of Gieren (1989). Equation (4) comes 
from the theory of stellar evolution and holds approximately for 
both the canonical evolutionary tracks of BIT and for tracks 
calculated with convective core overshoot (Chiosi 1989 and ref-
erences therein), w~th the overshoot models being slightly dim-
mer at given period. 
The coefficients in Eqs. (1) to (4) have been assigned 
various formal errors, sometimes consisting merely of standard 
deviations of individual Cepheids from the mean line and other 
times representing an error analysis for the method which was 
employed. Such analyses are by their nature very difficult, 
however, and the error bars correspondingly uncertain. Nonethe-
less, if one takes the range defined by the four PL relations to 
be an estimate of the true uncertainty, then for P < 20d, this 
uncertainty is found to be invariant with period and has the 
value ~MV = 0.57 [see Eqs. (1) to (4)J. Thus if one were to 
adopt the slope -3.11 and a zero point midway between those in 
Eqs. (2) and (3) the uncertainty in the distance calibration 
would ostensibly be reduced to ±13%. 
2. MASSES, RADII AND LUMINOSITIES 
Should the convergence that we outlined above be taken at face 
value? Is it real? We shall try to address this question in 
what follows. Figure 1 shows a plot of luminosity vs. mass for 
the Cepheids in three different Baade-Wesselink (hereinafter BW) 
studies, as follows: 51 stars from Gieren 1988 (dots); 23 stars 
from Hindsley and Bell 1989 (crosses) and 5 stars from Fernley, 
Skillen and Jameson 1989 (open circles). The methodology and, in 
general, the data were different in these studies but they all 
determined a radius and a distance for each star treated. The 
radii yield masses via the period/mean-density pulsation law, 
while the distances give rise to absolute magnitudes which have 
been suitably transformed to values of log L (Gieren 1989). 
Although there is considerable scatter in Figure 1, the 
points nonetheless define a luminosity-mass relation which holds 
in the mean for all of the three studies cited. A fit to the 
points in Figure 1 yields 
log L = 1.64 log M + 2.30, (5) 
with a standard deviation of 0.2 in log L. When a fit is made 
to the Gieren and to the Hindsley-Bell points separately, the 
coefficients in Eq. (5) undergo negligible change. Despite the 
differences in methodology among the various studies, and fur-
ther discrepancies in the BW results (to be pointed out below), 
it is perhaps not surprising that a mean relation [Eq. (5)J 
emerges, since the various BW techniques have a number of 
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similarities. Furthermore, the values of mass and luminosity, 
though separately determined, are not really independent but are 
rather linked through the BW analysis (see, e.g., Simon 1990a). 
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text) . 
Luminosity vs. mass for various BW studies (see 
Solid line: fit to BW locus; dashed lines: loci 
from evolution calculations. 
The stellar evolution calculations also yield luminosity-
mass relations, and these are given in the equations which fol-
low: 
log L 3.68 log M + 0.~6 
log L 3.61 log M + 0.924 
[BIT] 
[Overshoot]. 
(6) 
(7) 
As indicated, Eq. (6) represents the canonical models of BIT, 
while the core overshoot models described by Chiosi (1989) give 
rise to Eq. (7). Both equations assume standard Pop. I composi-
tion: Y = 0.28, Z = 0.02. 
Returning to Figure 1, the solid line portrays the mean BW 
relation given in Eq. (5), while the evolutionary expressions, 
suitably labelled, are plotted as dashed lines. The two 
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evolution relations have almost identical slopes, although the 
latter [Eq. (7)J is significantly brighter at given mass. On 
the other hand, it is clear from Figure 1 that the mean BW locus 
is much more shallow than the evolution lines. A glance at 
Eqs. (5) to (7) readily shows the BW slope to be smaller by a 
factor> 2. Thus although the BW and evolution loci, crudely 
speaking, inhabit the same domain of the L-M plane, their quan-
titative disagreement is rather severe. 
Could the above divergence be reduced by assuming a differ-
ent chemical abundance? While observations have generally indi-
cated that galactic Cepheids have approximately solar metallici-
ty with only a small dispersion, it was suggested by Gieren 
(1989) that adoption of a high helium abundance, Y - 0.4, might 
result in better agreement between the BW and the evolution 
results. However, it turns out that the BIT locus with Y = 0.4 
(not plotted in Figure 1) is very close to the overshoot locus 
with standard composition. Thus the BW vs. evolution discrep-
ancy remains. 
Let us attempt to evaluate the BW results further by addi-
tional comparisons among the various studies. Equations (8) and 
(9) reproduce the mean radius-period relations given for the 
Gieren (Gieren, Barnes and Moffett 1989) and Hindsley and Bell 
(1989) studies, respectively: 
log R 
log R 
0.767 log P + 1.068 
0.815 log P + 1.083. 
(8) 
(9) 
One notes that the Hindsley-Bell ~ radii (and thus masses) 
are larger at all periods. Indeed, when one examines individ-
ually the stars that these studies have in common, it is found 
that M (Hindsley-Bell) ~ M (Gieren) in 11 of 13 cases. 
In addition to the investigations discussed above, there is 
another recent BW analysis due to Coulson and Caldwell (1989). 
While this study did not determine distances it did find radii 
and thus masses for 37 stars in common with Gieren (1988). The 
Coulson-Caldwell period-radius relation for V-I colors has the 
form 
log R = 0.655 log P + 1.197, ( 1 0) 
which differs from both Eqs. (8) and (9). 
The common sample in the Coulson-Caldwell and the Gieren 
studies is particularly interesting because essentially the same 
observational data was employed by the two groups and both used 
red colors (V-I for Coulson-Caldwell, V-R for Gieren) in the BW 
analysis. Thus, as pOinted out by Gieren (1989), the sizeable 
difference between Eqs. (8) and (10) is rather surprising. This 
discrepancy becomes even more disconcerting when one plots the 
Coulson-Caldwell vs. the Gieren masses for the 37 common stars. 
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This plot is shown in Figure 2. One discerns two "branches" 
here, with Mee greater on one, and MG greater on the other. The 
number accompanying each point in Fig~e 2 indicates the pulsa-
tion period of the corresponding star. While there is a crude 
rise of period with mass, the scatter is considerable and stars 
of quite different period lie side by side in the diagram. Part 
of this is no doubt real (see, e.g., BIT) and part due to uncer-
tainties in the BW analysis. In any event, Figure 2 seems to 
indicate systematic errors in at least one and perhaps both of 
the two studies treated. 
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Fig. 2. Coulson-Caldwell vs. Gieren masses for 37 stars 
in common. Solid line: locus for Mee = MG. 
Returning to the question of the PL relation, we may summa-
rize by saying that when one looks below the surface of the ap-
parently converging streams which constitute the results given 
in Eqs. (1) to (4), a considerable amount of conflict and incon-
sistency emerges. While much progress has been made, an under-
lying agreement (i.e., in.terms of masses, radii, luminosities) 
has not yet been attained, and certainly not at the 10% level 
desired. How such agreement might possibly be accomplished in 
the future is the subject to which we now shall turn. 
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3. PULSATING STARS AND RADIATIVE OPACITIES 
Let us begin our discussion with yet another PL relation, this 
one due to Schmidt (1984): 
MV = -2.5 log P - 1.5. ( 11 ) 
Equation (11) arises from uvby-H~ photometry of B stars in clus-
ters containing Cepheids and is fainter than any of Eqs. (1) to 
(4) at all periods ~ 5d. If Eq. (11) is correct, the distance 
calibration is about 17% smaller than would be implied by an 
average of Eqs. (2) and (3). 
An important argument made in favor of the faint Schmidt PL 
relation was that it implied low Cepheid masses which were in 
better agreement with mass determinations based upon the "beat" 
and "bump" Cepheids. These determinations are discussed by Cox 
(1980) and Simon (1987). The "beat" Cepheids are objects which 
pulsate simultaneously in the fundamental and first overtone 
modes, while the "bump" Cepheids are stars along the Hertzsprung 
progression. 
In the case of the double mode stars, the two observed 
periods allow the determination of masses and luminosities via 
linear pulsation models. These models also yield masses and 
luminosities for the bump Cepheids provided that the Hertzsprung 
sequence is interpreted as the result of a period resonance 
between the fundamental and second overtone modes (Simon and 
Schmidt 1976). 
When standard linear pulsation codes were employed to model 
the beat and bump Cepheids, the result was that the calculated 
period ratios (P1/PO for the beat stars, P2/PO for the bump 
stars) were much larger than those actually observed. However, 
it was found that this discrepancy could be corrected provided 
that small masses were chosen for the Cepheids - masses as low 
as 1/2 and 1/4 of the canonical evolution masses for the bump 
and beat Cepheids, respectively. These low values seemed to be 
more consistent with Eq. (11) than with brighter PL relations 
such as those in Eqs. (1) to (4). 
On the other hand, a number of alternative suggestions had 
been put forward whose purpose was to lower the calculated peri-
ods to observed values without lowering the masses. One of 
these was due to Simon (1982) who showed that if the heavy ele-
ment opacities were increased by factors of 2 to 3 at tempera-
tures of a few x 105 K the period ratios could be made to match 
observations while the evolution masses were retained. This work 
also suggested that augmented opacities might solve another 
long-standing problem in stellar pulsations - namely, that of 
the energizing mechanism for the 8 Cephei stars (e.g., Cox 
1987). Subsequently, the effects of increased opacity were stud-
ied further by Andreasen (1988) who demonstrated that opacity 
increases would bring models of the 0 Scuti pulsators into 
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better agreement with observations. The Andreasen investigation 
also produced an ad hoc opacity formula tailored to the resolu-
tion of the stellar pulsation problems mentioned above. 
All in all, the question of heavy element opacities has 
been given considerable scrutiny in recent years, and at least 
three groups have set about making new calculations. Prelimi-
nary results emerging from this work seem to indicate that the 
opacities are, indeed, larger than previously believed. Rozsnyai 
(1989) performed opacity calculations for a series of pOints in 
the (T,p) plane corresponding to a 7Me Cepheid model from Simon 
(1982). The object of the investigation was to bracket the 
opacity by estimating upper and lower limits. It was found by 
Rozsnyai that when transition arrays were broadened out by tak-
ing account of individual J states, the opacities were increased 
over standard Los Alamos values by factors > 2 in the tempera-
ture domain appropriate for lowering the Cepheid period ratios. 
This opacity increase was especially strong in iron. In fact, 
Cox (1989a) has shown that a rise in iron opacity of the magni-
tude found by Rozsnyai would be sufficient to energize S Cephei 
pulsations. 
In another very recent study, Iglesias, Rogers and Wilson 
1990 (hereinafter IRW) used the OPAL code to calculate full-
blown opacities at the same (T, p) pOints treated by Rozsnyai 
(1989). It was found that in the critical region at a few times 
105 K, the OPAL opacities are considerably larger than in the 
Los Alamos version and, in fact, bear an uncanny resemblance to 
the Andreasen mock-up. 
If the "high" IRW opacities are indeed correct, the "pul-
sational justification" for the short distance scale (Schmidt 
1984) disappears and the possibility arises for substantial 
agreement between the theories of stellar pulsation and evolu-
tion. Using linear pulsation models and the ad hoc opacities of 
Simon (1982), we have made preliminary estimates of opacity 
effects on the determination of masses and luminosities for the 
beat Cepheids. We find that an accuracy of ± 10 - 15% in the 
opacities will be necessary to distinguish between the core 
overshoot (Chiosi 1989) and BIT evolution lines in the luminos-
ity-mass diagram. 
Although the Rozsnyai and IRW calculations both point to-
ward increased opacities, there are differences between the two 
approaches including those involving calculation techniques and 
their respective equations of state. In addition, we note that 
the first results are due shortly from yet another opacity and 
equation of state study, the massive UK/US pr9ject (Mihalas 
1989) which has been many years in the making. It would seem 
that advances in this field cannot help but have a profound 
effect on the study of pulsating stars. 
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4. PULSATION MODES, BLUE EDGES AND OBSERVED CEPHEIDS 
The light and velocity curves of pulsating stars contain a 
wealth of information concerning both envelope structure and 
global parameters such as mass and luminosity. One powerful and 
practical means of extracting such information is the method of 
Fourier decomposition (see Simon 1988 for a review). Recently, 
Antonello, Poretti and Reduzzi 1990 (hereinafter APR) have ap-
plied this technique to the so-called s-Cepheids. Qualitatively 
speaking, these are low amp~itude pulsators with short periods 
and sinusoidal light curves. Figure 3, adapted from APR, dis-
plays a plot of the Fourier phase ~21 vs. period for Pop. I 
Cepheids with P ~ 8d. The solid lines enclose the locus of the 
classical fundamental mode resonance sequence (e.g., Simon 
1988), while the dots show aberrant stars which depart from this 
sequence. The latter objects include both those originally 
classified as s-Cepheids and those previously lacking this des-
ignation. The single cross represents a newly analyzed star, 
CN Tau (Schmidt 1990). 
5 
<1>21 
4 
3 
1 
_,t 
x 
2 
••• 
• 
• 
3 
• •• 
• • 
• 
456 
P(days) 
7 
Fig. 3. ~21 vs. period for Pop. I Cepheids (adapted from 
APR). Solid lines define envelope for "normal" resonance 
progression. The cross is eN Tau. 
According to Figure 3 the s-Cepheids divide into two 
groups - a short-period group at the upper left with P ~ 3d and 
a long-period group at lower center with P ~ 3d. The 11 stars 
in the short-period group (including eN Tau) are almost certain-
ly first overtone pulsators. There is considerable evidence 
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supporting this interpretation, which is favored both by APR and 
by Gieren et ale (1990). These stars range in period from 1.8d 
(CN Tau) to 3.2d (AZ Cen). 
The longer period s-Cepheids are more controversial. They 
begin near 3d with very low values of ~21 and perhaps penetrate 
the classical locus at periods between 6 and 8d. APR suggest 
that these stars are also first overtone pulsators, and they 
attribute the apparent sharp break in the ~21 diagram near 3d to 
a (presumed) resonance between the first overtone and a higher 
normal mode. On the other hand, Gieren et ale (1990) argue that 
the long-period objects are fundamental mode pulsators whose 
light curves for some reason differ from those of the stars 
along the classical F-mode sequence. 
The main objection to the APR interpretation is that there 
does not seem to be an appropriate resonance near 3 days 
(Petersen 1989), while the Gieren et ale hypothesis lacks any 
explanation for the significant differences in light curve 
structure (and thus in the Fourier coefficients) between the 
normal Cepheids and the longer-period s-Cepheids. In the pres-
ent work, we shall try to shed further light on this subject by 
examining the region of the H-R diagram where the s-Cepheids are 
found. 
Figure 4 shows a blow-up of the relevant domain of the in-
stability strip. Linear nonadiabatic (LNA) calculations have 
been performed using the BIT evolutionary mass-luminosity re-
lation [see Eq. (6)J and an opacity artificially augmented 
4.0 
3.8 
3.6 
log L 
3.4 
3.2 
3.0 
2.8 
G 
3 
2 
E 
0 
4 
A 
B C F 
3.81 3.79 3.77 3.75 3.73 3.71 
log Te 
Fig. 4. H-R diagram showing blue edges for fundamental 
and first overtone, and "instability arc" for second over-
tone. The asterisk represents a model for CO Aur. 
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exactly as in Simon (1982). The first overtone blue edge (BDG) 
and fundamental blue edge (CEG) display their well-known morpho-
logies. However, an additional feature appears here. The second 
overtone is unstable at low luminosities and the LNA calcula-
tions yield not only a blue edge but also a red edge. The blue 
and red edges meet near log L = 3.35 to form an "instability 
arc," (ADEF). Below this arc the second overtone is energized; 
above it the mode is stable. 
Let us now make the conventional (and simplest) assumption 
regarding modal selection, as follows: At any point in the 
instability strip at which more than one mode is linearly un-
stable, the lowest one will appear at finite amplitude unless 
the point in question is close to that mode's blue edge. In 
that~ase, a double-mode pulsation may result. In Figure 4 the 
vario loci divide the instability strip into a number of do-
mains. e triangle ADB, a second-overtone-only region, is so 
small that we are not likely to find stars there. We shall 
ignore it in what follows. The remaining regions have been 
labelled numerically. 
Table I gives approximate periods for the first three modes 
at the pOints A through G. In Region 1, the first and second 
overtones are unstable and our prescription indicates first 
overtone pulsation everywhere, except near the blue edge BD. The 
asterisk in Figure 5 denotes a model with periods close to those 
of CO Aur, a variable which is almost certainly pulsating in the 
first and second overtones (Antonello, Mantegazza and Poretti 
1986). The period range for the first overtone in Region 1 is 
1.7 ~ P1 ~ 3.2d. Because this is very close to the observed 
range of the s-Cepheids of shorter period it seems natural to 
locate these objects in Region 1. 
TABLE I Periods of first three modes at indicated pOints 
in Figure 4 
Point Po P1 P2 
A 2.3 1 .6 1 .3 
B 2.3 1 . 7 1 . 3 
C 2.6 1 . 9 1 . 4 
D 3. 1 2.2 1 • 7 
E 4.5 3.2 2.5 
F 5.2 3.6 2.8 
G 1 6.0 11 .0 7.9 
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In Region 4 all three modes are unstable but conventional 
wisdom leads us to expect F-mode pulsation save in the domain 
just to the right of CE where the fundamental and first overtone 
might combine. The periods in this latter domain essentially 
coincide with the observed range of the classical double-mode 
Cepheids (e.g., Balona 1985). 
Region 2 is the first-overtone-only domain. If one cuts 
off the narrow necks at top and bottom of this region, the over-
tone period range is 3 $ P1 ~ 8d. Because the area encompassed 
by Region 2 is not small, and because there seems no reason to 
believe that the evolutionary tracks avoid this region, one 
ought to observe first overtone pulsators in the 3 to 8d range. 
Thus the question arises: why don't we see these stars? Per-
haps the answer is that we do see them - they could be the long-
\ period s-Cepheids. 
\ There are a number of difficulties with the neat picture 
'\proVided by Figure 4. In the first place, the period range 
along CE in Region 4 does not quite stretch to encompass the 
shortest and the two longest of the double-mode Cepheids. Sec-
ond, near the bottom of this range, the period ratios of the 
models (P1/PO - 0.72) are slightly too high compared with the 
observed double-mode Cepheids (0.70 < P1/PO < 0.71). However, in 
view of the fact that the models employed ad hoc opacities and 
an approximate evolutionary mass-luminosity relation that, 
strictly speaking, applies only to a single chemical composi-
tion, these problems do not seem serious. Small changes in the 
models would probably suffice to lower the period ratios and 
swing the second overtone instability arc slightly upward. 
By far the biggest doubt shadowing the present scheme has 
to do with the crucial role played by the second overtone as the 
arbiter of modal selection in the Cepheid regime. If our inter-
pretation is correct, it is the stability characteristics of the 
second overtone which must both: A) foster double mode pulsation 
in Region 4 while forbidding it in Region 3; and B) change the 
character of the first overtone light curves as one moves from 
Region 1 to Region 2. The present author can offer no evidence 
in favor of such a role, save for the impressive order that 
Figure 4 would bring to Cepheid observations. 
Hydrodynamic calculations have not been very successful in 
modelling modal selection and thus offer little guidance in this 
question. The interaction of three linearly unstable, nonreso-
nant modes poses a difficult problem which to our knowledge has 
not been much studied. Perhaps the amplitude equation formalism 
of Buchler and collaborators (Kovacs and Buchler 1989 and refer-
ences therein) could be useful here. A few additional hydrody-
namic models with appropriate parameters might also be in order. 
In any event, the work of APR appears to dispel the long-
held notion that the Galaxy is extremely poor in overtone 
Cepheids (see, e.g., Cox 1989b). It appears that there are at 
least 11 such objects, and perhaps many more if the long-period 
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s-Cepheids turn out indeed to pulsate in the first overtone. 
Finally, we note that had we adopted the core-overshoot evolu-
tionary relation [Eq. (7)J in our models, the effect would have 
been to shift the second overtone instability arc downward to 
lower luminosities and shorter periods. In that case, the same 
ground rules for modal selection would yield the wrong transi-
tion period for the two types of s-Cepheid and fail to produce 
most of the double-mode stars, including the overtone beat 
Cepheid, CO Aur. The scheme we have presented would be effec-
tively dismantled. 
5. THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS 
Buchler, Moskalik and Kovacs 1990 (hereinafter BMK) have con-
structed a large grid of models and compared them with observed 
Cepheids via Fourier decomposition. Treating first the velocity 
curves, these authors find quite good agreement between theory 
and observation for the Fourier phase ~21 and somewhat less 
good, but still acceptable, agreement for the amplitude ratio, 
R21. When the higher order Fourier terms are examined the dis-
crepancies become larger, but this is not surprising since these 
terms are less well determined for both the models and the ob-
served data. All in all, the BMK comparisons indicate that the 
hydrodynamic models have a fairly good handle on the purely 
dynamic properties of Cepheid envelopes. 
The situation is different when one treats the light 
curves. In this case the theoretical values of ~21 are found to 
be too high at all periods and the values of R21 too high at 
most periods. The problem with ~21 is the most serious and 
seems to be endemic in the theoretical models (see, e.g., Simon 
1988). Turning to the higher order terms, BMK find very large 
discrepancies, with the Fourier phases ~31 and ~41 showing sys-
tematic errors as high as 2 or 3 radians. However, the latter 
result turns out to be contrary to that emerging from earlier 
calculations by Simon and Davis (1983). 
Figure 5 shows some previously unpublished results from the 
Simon-Davis study. In this diagram we plot the two higher order 
phases, ~31 and ~41' versus one another. The boxes in Figure 5 
represent the loci of observational points while the dots come 
from the hydrodynamic models. The agreement seems generally 
good here and might well be improved by small changes in the 
model parameters. This discrepancy between the BMK and Simon-
Davis results for the higher order light curve coefficients is 
perhaps attributable to the presence of dynamic zoning in the 
latter models and its absence in the former. In any event, the 
problem with the lower order quantities, in particular ~21' 
remains. (A brief discussion of this problem may be found in 
Simon 1990b.) 
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(1983). The boxes denote locations of observed Cepheids. 
How might the hydrodynamic models be improved? Clearly, 
the new opacity calculations ought to help here, since the opa-
cities constitute such an important physical input to the mod-
els. Beyond this, it has been pOinted out by many authors 
(e.g., Kovacs 1989) that a better treatment must be developed 
for the modelling of shocks in pulsating star envelopes. Last-
ly, the calculation of radiative transport in the outer layers 
probably needs to be refined, culminating finally in the con-
struction of a full-blown stellar atmosphere. In the two years 
that will elapse between now and our next review we may antici-
pate improvements in all of these areas. 
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Question from L. A. Balona: Some years ago Bob Shobbrook and I 
~------------------------re-calibrated the luminosities of the B stars using Stromgren 
S photometry. When this calibration is applied to Schmidt's 
clusters, the luminosity discrepancy for the cluster Cepheids 
disappears. 
Answer: Ed Schmidt tells me that he has found the same. 
Comment from A. R. Walker: The latest work on the Cepheid dis-
tance scale based on Cepheids in galactic clusters (see e.g. 
Feast and Walker Ann. Rev. 25, 345) gives a distance scale 
some 0.2 mag shorter than the Caldwell and Coulson scale you 
quote which is based on earlier photographic work. The re-
vised scale in fact shows good agreement with Gieren's Baade-
Wesselink results. 
Question from D. L. Welch: There is a Cepheid in NGC 1866 which 
violates the simple mode selection rule. It is a red star 
which mixes with the other Cepheids in the cluster (which are 
all near the red edge). 
Answer: It would be very interesting to search for more "red" 
first overtone pulsators. 
Question from G. Wallerstein: If the increased opacities are 
due to elements heavier than helium, what is the effect on 
the LMC and SMC whose metal abundances are reduced by factors 
of 2 and 5, respectively? 
Answer: There should be important observable effects, but ex-
isting data is not precise enough to see them. We need new 
observations. 
Comment from M. Mateo: The LMC observations you are pleading 
for are being done (see Mateo et ale in these proceedings). 
Also, in three LMC clusters where the blue loop definitely 
fully penetrates the instability strip we find that out of 13 
Cepheids, five are overtone pulsators. This seems to agree 
well with your suggestion about the frequency of overtone 
Cepheids. 
Question from A. Renzini: I would like to mention that an in-
crease in metal opacity of the size you advocate for Cepheids 
may also explain the so-called period shift effect in 
RR Lyraes (c.f. Sweigart et ale 1987, Ap.J. 312, 762). 
Answer: The opacity increase needed to erase the period shift 
problem is perhaps a bit larger than that proposed for 
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Cepheids, but we'll have to see. In any event, a higher 
opacity seems certain to help. 
Question from S. Kawaler: How do the higher metal opacities at 
temperatures of the order 105 K affect the evolutionary mod-
els of Becker, Iben and Tuggle? Wouldn't they alter the blue 
edge position as a function of M, L, etc.? And also alter 
the properties of the evolutionary models that were the basis 
for pulsation models? 
Answer; The effects on evolutionary tracks seem to be benign. 
See, e.g., Becker's review (in Cepheids: Theory and Observa-
tions, 1985) and Chiosi's review (in The Use of Pulsating 
Stars in Fundamental Problems of Astronomy, 1989). 
Question from M. Jerzykiewicz: What about energizing the 
8-Cephei stars? 
Answer: Cox and Morgan (these proceedings) have shown that the 
high metal opacities ought to work. 
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